
October 2020 Primetime Schedule

Thursday Oct 1

7:00 pm
Arctic Secrets
Ep. 1 - Land of Extremes repeat

Take a fascinating look into the Arctic seasons 
and the impact that rising sea levels have on 
local wildlife. dv

8:00 pm
The Agenda with Steve Paikin
The State and Future of Liberal Democracy new

Is liberal democracy meeting its reckoning? 
Then, is it time for big tech companies to pay for 
Canadian content? 

9:00 pm
The Minister
The Minister - Episode 1 new

The newly elected chairman of the Independence 
party, Benedikt, has formed an alliance with the 
social democratic alliance for the upcoming 
elections. 14+

10:00 pm
The Life-Sized City
The Life-Sized City - Beirut repeat

Once considered the Paris of the Middle East, 
the ancient city of Beirut has survived brutal civil 
war, ongoing conflicts with Israel, political 
assassinations and endless bombings. 

11:00 pm
The Agenda with Steve Paikin
The State and Future of Liberal Democracy repeat

Is liberal democracy meeting its reckoning? 
Then, is it time for big tech companies to pay for 
Canadian content? 

12:00 am
The Minister
The Minister - Episode 1 repeat

The newly elected chairman of the Independence 
party, Benedikt, has formed an alliance with the 
social democratic alliance for the upcoming 
elections. 14+

1:00 am
The Life-Sized City
The Life-Sized City - Beirut repeat

Once considered the Paris of the Middle East, 
the ancient city of Beirut has survived brutal civil 
war, ongoing conflicts with Israel, political 
assassinations and endless bombings. 

2:00 am
Arctic Secrets
Ep. 1 - Land of Extremes repeat

Take a fascinating look into the Arctic seasons 
and the impact that rising sea levels have on 
local wildlife. dv

Thursday Oct 1

3:00 am
Question Period
Question Period: Thursday, October 01, 2020 
new

Discussions at Queen's Park today 

4:05 am
Employable Me
Ep. 4 - Christine and Kelly repeat

Highly educated and affable, Christine and Kelly 
are looking for someone to see past their 
disabilities and give them a chance at success. dv

5:00 am
The Agenda with Steve Paikin
The State and Future of Liberal Democracy repeat

Is liberal democracy meeting its reckoning? 
Then, is it time for big tech companies to pay for 
Canadian content? 

Friday Oct 2

7:00 pm
My Sheepdog and Me repeat

When Kate Humble sets out to breed Welsh 
sheepdog puppies from her beloved pet, Teg, 
she learns about the threat facing British herding 
dogs. dv

8:00 pm
The Agenda with Steve Paikin
Understanding COVID-19's Second Wave new

What does a resurgence of COVID-19 mean for 
people and the province? Personal support 
workers are an essential service but what does it 
take to become one in Ontario? Then, The 
Agenda reviews its top stories from the week. 

9:00 pm
Heartbeat
Heartbeat - episode 10 - Down to Earth new

Vernon is left fighting for his life when he buys a 
batch of soil for his new compost venture. Liz 
finds herself under increasing pressure due to 
deaths in the village. 

10:00 pm
Midsomer Murders series 21 
(segmented)
Midsomer Murders: With Baited Breath part 2 
repeat

Fishermen and women flock to the village of 
Solomon Gorge desperate to catch a giant fish 
that is said to lurk in the lake. Their plans are 
threatened however when hundreds of lycra clad 
sporting enthusiasts descend on the area for the 
Pyscho Mud Run 

Friday Oct 2

10:49 pm
Ontario Hubs
The Future of Beekeeping repeat

The Agenda discusses the beekeeping program 
at Niagara College. 

11:00 pm
The Agenda with Steve Paikin
Understanding COVID-19's Second Wave repeat

What does a resurgence of COVID-19 mean for 
people and the province? Personal support 
workers are an essential service but what does it 
take to become one in Ontario? Then, The 
Agenda reviews its top stories from the week. 

12:00 am
Heartbeat
Heartbeat - episode 10 - Down to Earth repeat

Vernon is left fighting for his life when he buys a 
batch of soil for his new compost venture. Liz 
finds herself under increasing pressure due to 
deaths in the village. 

1:00 am
Midsomer Murders series 21 
(segmented)
Midsomer Murders: With Baited Breath part 2 
repeat

Fishermen and women flock to the village of 
Solomon Gorge desperate to catch a giant fish 
that is said to lurk in the lake. Their plans are 
threatened however when hundreds of lycra clad 
sporting enthusiasts descend on the area for the 
Pyscho Mud Run 

2:00 am
My Sheepdog and Me repeat

When Kate Humble sets out to breed Welsh 
sheepdog puppies from her beloved pet, Teg, 
she learns about the threat facing British herding 
dogs. dv

3:00 am
Employable Me
Ep. 5 - Jennifer and Simon repeat

After consulting experts and with their families' 
support, Jennifer and Simon confront the 
challenges of getting past the interview to find 
work. dv

4:05 am
Employable Me
Ep. 6 - Blair and Robert repeat

Blair has autism and dyscalculia, and has trouble 
with social cues and numbers. Robert, who 
speaks six languages, has been blind since age 
8. dv
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Saturday Oct 3

7:00 pm
National Geographic
Wild 24 - Ep. 1 - Indian Summer repeat

Watch tigers, lions and leopards hunt cheek by 
jowl with wild dogs, while deer, rhino and 
elephants sustain the hunters. 

8:00 pm
Human Plus
Orchestra of the Senses repeat

Sight, touch, hearing, taste, and smell send 
sensory messages to the brain at a speed of 
430km/hr dv

8:59 pm
I Am Not Your Negro repeat

In his incendiary documentary, Raoul Peck 
envisions the book James Baldwin never finished 
- Remember This House. 

10:35 pm
Stand Up Toronto repeat

What does it mean to be an up-and-coming 
standup comedian who isn't white? Three comics 
from diverse backgrounds navigate Toronto's 
comedy circuit. dv

11:30 pm
Beauty repeat

Filmmaker Christina Willings explores the lives of 
five kids who are challenging gender norms. 

12:00 am
National Geographic
Wild 24 - Ep. 1 - Indian Summer repeat

Watch tigers, lions and leopards hunt cheek by 
jowl with wild dogs, while deer, rhino and 
elephants sustain the hunters. 

1:00 am
Human Plus
Orchestra of the Senses repeat

Sight, touch, hearing, taste, and smell send 
sensory messages to the brain at a speed of 
430km/hr dv

2:00 am
I Am Not Your Negro repeat

In his incendiary documentary, Raoul Peck 
envisions the book James Baldwin never finished 
- Remember This House. 

3:35 am
Stand Up Toronto repeat

What does it mean to be an up-and-coming 
standup comedian who isn't white? Three comics 
from diverse backgrounds navigate Toronto's 
comedy circuit. dv

Saturday Oct 3

4:30 am
Beauty repeat

Filmmaker Christina Willings explores the lives of 
five kids who are challenging gender norms. 

Sunday Oct 4

7:00 pm
National Geographic
Access 360: World Heritage - The Amazon repeat

Braving an unforgiving jungle and extreme 
weather, a team of four courageous people have 
devoted their lives to protecting this corner of 
rainforest. 

8:00 pm
Striking Balance
Striking Balance - Tsa Tue Biosphere Reserve 
new

Troubled by a history of uranium mining, the 
Sahtu Dene of Great Bear Lake create North 
America's largest biosphere reserve to protect its 
pristine waters for all of humanity. dv

9:00 pm
The Life-Sized City
The Life-Sized City - Beirut repeat

Once considered the Paris of the Middle East, 
the ancient city of Beirut has survived brutal civil 
war, ongoing conflicts with Israel, political 
assassinations and endless bombings. 

10:00 pm
17 and Life Doesn't Wait repeat

Exploring the challenges faced by three teenage 
girls in their final year of high school. 
Expectations clash with reality and things don't 
always go as planned, but these teens are 
determined to find a place for themselves in the 
world. dv

11:00 pm
My Millennial Life repeat

A look through the eyes of a group of 20-
somethings at the obstacles they face in making 
their mark on the world. dv

12:00 am
National Geographic
Access 360: World Heritage - The Amazon repeat

Braving an unforgiving jungle and extreme 
weather, a team of four courageous people have 
devoted their lives to protecting this corner of 
rainforest. 

Sunday Oct 4

1:00 am
Striking Balance
Striking Balance - Tsa Tue Biosphere Reserve 
repeat

Troubled by a history of uranium mining, the 
Sahtu Dene of Great Bear Lake create North 
America's largest biosphere reserve to protect its 
pristine waters for all of humanity. dv

2:00 am
The Life-Sized City
The Life-Sized City - Beirut repeat

Once considered the Paris of the Middle East, 
the ancient city of Beirut has survived brutal civil 
war, ongoing conflicts with Israel, political 
assassinations and endless bombings. 

3:00 am
17 and Life Doesn't Wait repeat

Exploring the challenges faced by three teenage 
girls in their final year of high school. 
Expectations clash with reality and things don't 
always go as planned, but these teens are 
determined to find a place for themselves in the 
world. dv

4:00 am
My Millennial Life repeat

A look through the eyes of a group of 20-
somethings at the obstacles they face in making 
their mark on the world. dv

5:00 am
The Agenda with Steve Paikin
Understanding COVID-19's Second Wave repeat

What does a resurgence of COVID-19 mean for 
people and the province? Personal support 
workers are an essential service but what does it 
take to become one in Ontario? Then, The 
Agenda reviews its top stories from the week. 

Monday Oct 5

7:00 pm
Digging for Britain
West repeat

Digging for Britain joins archaeologists in the 
West; finding the camp from which the Vikings 
invaded, evidence that people lived inside our 
famous Henge monuments - and unearthing 
Britain's oldest Iron Age gold. 
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Monday Oct 5

8:00 pm
The Agenda with Steve Paikin
Training Ontarians for the Right Job new

A look at how financial aid could be reformed for 
Ontario students. Then, economist Jeff Rubin 
discusses his new book, "The Expendables: How 
the Middle Class Got Screwed by Globalization." 

9:00 pm
Extraordinary Women
Amelia Earhart repeat

Amelia Earhart was an aviation pioneer and 
female icon. Born to a privileged family in Kansas 
in the United States, Amelia grew up a tomboy. It 
was no surprise that when her father, Edwin took 
her to an air show, Amelia was hooked. 

10:00 pm
The Blitz: Britain on Fire
The Blitz: Britain on Fire - Episode 1 new

Michael Buerk, Angellica Bell and Rob Bell follow 
Margaret Johnson, a mother of six whose 
children could not be evacuated, plus Mary 
Lawson, a promising film star in 40s Britain who 
was in Liverpool when the raids began.i 

11:00 pm
The Agenda with Steve Paikin
Training Ontarians for the Right Job repeat

A look at how financial aid could be reformed for 
Ontario students. Then, economist Jeff Rubin 
discusses his new book, "The Expendables: How 
the Middle Class Got Screwed by Globalization." 

12:00 am
Extraordinary Women
Amelia Earhart repeat

Amelia Earhart was an aviation pioneer and 
female icon. Born to a privileged family in Kansas 
in the United States, Amelia grew up a tomboy. It 
was no surprise that when her father, Edwin took 
her to an air show, Amelia was hooked. 

Monday Oct 5

1:00 am
The Blitz: Britain on Fire
The Blitz: Britain on Fire - Episode 1 repeat

Michael Buerk, Angellica Bell and Rob Bell follow 
Margaret Johnson, a mother of six whose 
children could not be evacuated, plus Mary 
Lawson, a promising film star in 40s Britain who 
was in Liverpool when the raids began.i 

1:46 am
Ontario Hubs
The Future of Beekeeping repeat

The Agenda discusses the beekeeping program 
at Niagara College. 

2:00 am
Digging for Britain
West repeat

Digging for Britain joins archaeologists in the 
West; finding the camp from which the Vikings 
invaded, evidence that people lived inside our 
famous Henge monuments - and unearthing 
Britain's oldest Iron Age gold. 

3:00 am
Question Period
Question Period: Monday, October 05, 2020 new

Discussions at Queen's Park today 

4:05 am
The Bruce
Ep. 1 - The Fishing Chiefs repeat

The Saugeen Ojibway wage a 150-year struggle 
to maintain fishing rights around the 
Saugeen/Bruce Peninsula. 

5:00 am
The Agenda with Steve Paikin
Training Ontarians for the Right Job repeat

A look at how financial aid could be reformed for 
Ontario students. Then, economist Jeff Rubin 
discusses his new book, "The Expendables: How 
the Middle Class Got Screwed by Globalization." 

Tuesday Oct 6

7:00 pm
Striking Balance
Striking Balance - Tsa Tue Biosphere Reserve 
repeat

Troubled by a history of uranium mining, the 
Sahtu Dene of Great Bear Lake create North 
America's largest biosphere reserve to protect its 
pristine waters for all of humanity. dv

8:00 pm
The Agenda with Steve Paikin
Canada's Relationship with China new

A look at Russia's future plans. Then, how can 
Canada and China resolve their differences? 

Tuesday Oct 6

9:00 pm
The Life-Sized City
The Life-Sized City - New Orleans new

When Hurricane Katrina ravaged the United 
States' Gulf Region in 2005, killing over 1800 
people, displacing over a million and causing 
over 151 billion dollars US in damages, New 
Orleans was caught in the eye of the storm. dv

10:00 pm
The Shadow of Gold
The Shadow of Gold - Ep. 1 repeat

Examining the world of Big Gold - from big 
mines, big markets, and big deals - to big 
disasters which result in pollution and corruption 
that powerful players don't want us to see. 
Discover what our lust for gold costs, and who 
pays the price. dv

11:00 pm
The Agenda with Steve Paikin
Canada's Relationship with China repeat

A look at Russia's future plans. Then, how can 
Canada and China resolve their differences? 

12:00 am
The Life-Sized City
The Life-Sized City - New Orleans repeat

When Hurricane Katrina ravaged the United 
States' Gulf Region in 2005, killing over 1800 
people, displacing over a million and causing 
over 151 billion dollars US in damages, New 
Orleans was caught in the eye of the storm. dv

1:00 am
The Shadow of Gold
The Shadow of Gold - Ep. 1 repeat

Examining the world of Big Gold - from big 
mines, big markets, and big deals - to big 
disasters which result in pollution and corruption 
that powerful players don't want us to see. 
Discover what our lust for gold costs, and who 
pays the price. dv
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Tuesday Oct 6

2:00 am
Striking Balance
Striking Balance - Tsa Tue Biosphere Reserve 
repeat

Troubled by a history of uranium mining, the 
Sahtu Dene of Great Bear Lake create North 
America's largest biosphere reserve to protect its 
pristine waters for all of humanity. dv

3:00 am
Question Period
Question Period: Tuesday, October 06, 2020 new

Discussions at Queen's Park today 

4:05 am
The Bruce
Ep. 2 - The Last Frontier repeat

By the 1850s, thousands of would-be settlers 
have descended upon the tiny village of 
Southampton. They've come for a piece of land 
to call their own. 

5:00 am
The Agenda with Steve Paikin
Canada's Relationship with China repeat

A look at Russia's future plans. Then, how can 
Canada and China resolve their differences? 

Wednesday Oct 7

7:00 pm
Impossible Railways
Ep. 1 - Tracks and the City repeat

From an inverted monorail in Germany to 
London's Crossrail project, discover how 
ingenious metropolitan railway engineering helps 
keep cities running. 

8:00 pm
The Agenda with Steve Paikin
Enhancing Canada's Data Sovereignty new

What must Canada do to take control of its data? 
Then, CNN chief media correspondent Brian 
Stelter discusses his book, "Hoax: Donald 
Trump, Fox News, and the Dangerous Distortion 
of Truth." 

9:00 pm
Fake or Fortune Series 7
Fake or Fortune Series 7 - Episode 1 new

Art detectives Fiona Bruce and Philip Mould 
attempt to prove that a still life of a glass jug and 
pears is the work of celebrated British artist 
William Nicholson. 

10:00 pm
The Bone Detective
The Bone Detectives - Wiltshire new

One after another, archaeologists reveal eight 
Roman cemeteries on the site of a planned 
housing estate near Amesbury in Wiltshire dv

Wednesday Oct 7

10:47 pm
Ontario Hubs
Rachel Romu: A Spotlight on Disability repeat

Ontario Hubs producer Jeyan Jeganathan talks 
with a model who is hoping to change the way 
people view disability. 

11:00 pm
The Agenda with Steve Paikin
Enhancing Canada's Data Sovereignty repeat

What must Canada do to take control of its data? 
Then, CNN chief media correspondent Brian 
Stelter discusses his book, "Hoax: Donald 
Trump, Fox News, and the Dangerous Distortion 
of Truth." 

12:00 am
Fake or Fortune Series 7
Fake or Fortune Series 7 - Episode 1 repeat

Art detectives Fiona Bruce and Philip Mould 
attempt to prove that a still life of a glass jug and 
pears is the work of celebrated British artist 
William Nicholson. 

1:00 am
The Bone Detective
The Bone Detectives - Wiltshire repeat

One after another, archaeologists reveal eight 
Roman cemeteries on the site of a planned 
housing estate near Amesbury in Wiltshire dv

2:00 am
Impossible Railways
Ep. 1 - Tracks and the City repeat

From an inverted monorail in Germany to 
London's Crossrail project, discover how 
ingenious metropolitan railway engineering helps 
keep cities running. 

3:00 am
Question Period
Question Period: Wednesday, October 07, 2020 
new

Discussions at Queen's Park today 

4:05 am
The Bruce
Ep. 3 - The Peaceful Path repeat

Increased tourism and the massive Bruce 
Nuclear Power Development jumpstart the Bruce 
economy. 

5:00 am
The Agenda with Steve Paikin
Enhancing Canada's Data Sovereignty repeat

What must Canada do to take control of its data? 
Then, CNN chief media correspondent Brian 
Stelter discusses his book, "Hoax: Donald 
Trump, Fox News, and the Dangerous Distortion 
of Truth." 

Thursday Oct 8

7:00 pm
Arctic Secrets
Ep. 2 - Devon Island: Land of Ice repeat

Devon Island in Nunavut is the largest 
uninhabited island in the world - and with good 
reason. dv

7:49 pm
Ontario Hubs
The Future of Beekeeping repeat

The Agenda discusses the beekeeping program 
at Niagara College. 

8:00 pm
The Agenda with Steve Paikin
The Ripple Effects of Closed Office Buildings new

What's the fate of the network of businesses 
operating in office buildings across Ontario? 
Then, post-secondary students discuss their 
return to school. 

9:00 pm
The Minister
The Minister - Episode 2 new

As Benedikt takes the office of the Prime 
Minister, the other powers in play consider their 
options 14+

10:00 pm
The Life-Sized City
The Life-Sized City - New Orleans repeat

When Hurricane Katrina ravaged the United 
States' Gulf Region in 2005, killing over 1800 
people, displacing over a million and causing 
over 151 billion dollars US in damages, New 
Orleans was caught in the eye of the storm. dv

11:00 pm
The Agenda with Steve Paikin
The Ripple Effects of Closed Office Buildings 
repeat

What's the fate of the network of businesses 
operating in office buildings across Ontario? 
Then, post-secondary students discuss their 
return to school. 

12:00 am
The Minister
The Minister - Episode 2 repeat

As Benedikt takes the office of the Prime 
Minister, the other powers in play consider their 
options 14+

1:00 am
The Life-Sized City
The Life-Sized City - New Orleans repeat

When Hurricane Katrina ravaged the United 
States' Gulf Region in 2005, killing over 1800 
people, displacing over a million and causing 
over 151 billion dollars US in damages, New 
Orleans was caught in the eye of the storm. dv
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Thursday Oct 8

2:00 am
Arctic Secrets
Ep. 2 - Devon Island: Land of Ice repeat

Devon Island in Nunavut is the largest 
uninhabited island in the world - and with good 
reason. dv

3:00 am
Question Period
Question Period: Thursday, October 08, 2020 
new

Discussions at Queen's Park today 

4:05 am
China's 3 Dreams repeat

In the 1970s, ordinary Chinese citizens were said 
to have three dreams: to own a watch, a bicycle, 
and a radio. What are the dreams of the Chinese 
people today? 

5:00 am
The Agenda with Steve Paikin
The Ripple Effects of Closed Office Buildings 
repeat

What's the fate of the network of businesses 
operating in office buildings across Ontario? 
Then, post-secondary students discuss their 
return to school. 

Friday Oct 9

7:00 pm
Antiques Uncovered
Antiques Uncovered - Episode 1- Entertainment 
repeat

Historian Lucy Worsley discovers how the sofa 
has changed our behaviour over the centuries. dv

8:00 pm
The Agenda with Steve Paikin
Ontario Hubs and The Agenda's Week new

TVO's regional reporters report on stories in their 
communities. Then, The Agenda reviews its top 
stories from the week. 

9:00 pm
Heartbeat
Heartbeat - episode 11 - Mountains and Molehills 
new

A dysfunctional family causes personal troubles 
for the police when Bellamy accidentally runds 
down a local boy. David is hired by Lord 
Ashfordly to rid his estate of moles. 

10:00 pm
Princess Margaret: The Rebel Royal
Princess Margaret: The Rebel Royal - ep 1 repeat

Princess Margaret, whose life and loves reflected 
the social and sexual revolution that transformed 
Britain during the 20th century. 

Friday Oct 9

11:00 pm
The Agenda with Steve Paikin
Ontario Hubs and The Agenda's Week repeat

TVO's regional reporters report on stories in their 
communities. Then, The Agenda reviews its top 
stories from the week. 

12:00 am
Heartbeat
Heartbeat - episode 11 - Mountains and Molehills 
repeat

A dysfunctional family causes personal troubles 
for the police when Bellamy accidentally runds 
down a local boy. David is hired by Lord 
Ashfordly to rid his estate of moles. 

1:00 am
Princess Margaret: The Rebel Royal
Princess Margaret: The Rebel Royal - ep 1 repeat

Princess Margaret, whose life and loves reflected 
the social and sexual revolution that transformed 
Britain during the 20th century. 

2:00 am
Antiques Uncovered
Antiques Uncovered - Episode 1- Entertainment 
repeat

Historian Lucy Worsley discovers how the sofa 
has changed our behaviour over the centuries. dv

3:00 am
Only Me Generation repeat

Did China's one-child policy really create a 
generation of spoiled, privileged, selfish young 
adults? 

4:00 am
Mixed Match repeat

People of mixed ethnicity face complex 
challenges when trying to find compatible donors 
to treat life-threatening blood diseases. dv

Saturday Oct 10

7:00 pm
National Geographic
Wild 24 - Ep. 2 - New Zealand: Lost World repeat

Isolation has allowed New Zealand's plants and 
animals to evolve like nowhere else on Earth; a 
place where mammals can fly but birds refuse to. 

8:00 pm
Striking Balance
Striking Balance - Tsa Tue Biosphere Reserve 
repeat

Troubled by a history of uranium mining, the 
Sahtu Dene of Great Bear Lake create North 
America's largest biosphere reserve to protect its 
pristine waters for all of humanity. dv

Saturday Oct 10

9:00 pm
Jim Allison - Breakthrough new

Pioneering immunologist Jim Allison is a name to 
be reckoned with throughout the scientific world. 
Allison won the 2018 Nobel Prize for discovering 
the immune system's role in defeating cancer. 

10:35 pm
To Make A Farm repeat

To Make A Farm follows the lives of five young 
people with no farming backgrounds as they 
work their first seasons on the land. dv

12:00 am
National Geographic
Wild 24 - Ep. 2 - New Zealand: Lost World repeat

Isolation has allowed New Zealand's plants and 
animals to evolve like nowhere else on Earth; a 
place where mammals can fly but birds refuse to. 

12:49 am
Ontario Hubs
Rachel Romu: A Spotlight on Disability repeat

Ontario Hubs producer Jeyan Jeganathan talks 
with a model who is hoping to change the way 
people view disability. 

1:00 am
Striking Balance
Striking Balance - Tsa Tue Biosphere Reserve 
repeat

Troubled by a history of uranium mining, the 
Sahtu Dene of Great Bear Lake create North 
America's largest biosphere reserve to protect its 
pristine waters for all of humanity. dv

2:00 am
Jim Allison - Breakthrough repeat

Pioneering immunologist Jim Allison is a name to 
be reckoned with throughout the scientific world. 
Allison won the 2018 Nobel Prize for discovering 
the immune system's role in defeating cancer. 

3:35 am
To Make A Farm repeat

To Make A Farm follows the lives of five young 
people with no farming backgrounds as they 
work their first seasons on the land. dv
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Sunday Oct 11

7:00 pm
National Geographic
Access 360: World Heritage - The Taj Mahal 
repeat

Could the Taj Mahal be in imminent danger? 
Critics insist that one of the world's grandest 
works of architecture is at risk of collapsing. dv

7:50 pm
Ontario Hubs
The Future of Beekeeping repeat

The Agenda discusses the beekeeping program 
at Niagara College. 

8:00 pm
Striking Balance
Striking Balance - Manicouagan-Uapishka 
Biosphere Reserve new

Quebec's Manicouagan-Uapishka Biosphere 
Reserve prides itself on working with industry 
toward a sustainable future. But their dream is 
put to the test when their biggest project is 
jeopardized by North America's largest hydro-
electricity reservoir. dv

9:00 pm
The Life-Sized City
The Life-Sized City - New Orleans repeat

When Hurricane Katrina ravaged the United 
States' Gulf Region in 2005, killing over 1800 
people, displacing over a million and causing 
over 151 billion dollars US in damages, New 
Orleans was caught in the eye of the storm. dv

10:00 pm
Life After Digital repeat

How do digital technology and social media affect 
the way we experience our lives? dv

11:00 pm
Family Camera repeat

Through the stories of five exceptional Canadian 
families, this film explores how photos document 
our lives and bear witness to history. dv

12:00 am
National Geographic
Access 360: World Heritage - The Taj Mahal 
repeat

Could the Taj Mahal be in imminent danger? 
Critics insist that one of the world's grandest 
works of architecture is at risk of collapsing. dv

Sunday Oct 11

1:00 am
Striking Balance
Striking Balance - Manicouagan-Uapishka 
Biosphere Reserve repeat

Quebec's Manicouagan-Uapishka Biosphere 
Reserve prides itself on working with industry 
toward a sustainable future. But their dream is 
put to the test when their biggest project is 
jeopardized by North America's largest hydro-
electricity reservoir. dv

2:00 am
The Life-Sized City
The Life-Sized City - New Orleans repeat

When Hurricane Katrina ravaged the United 
States' Gulf Region in 2005, killing over 1800 
people, displacing over a million and causing 
over 151 billion dollars US in damages, New 
Orleans was caught in the eye of the storm. dv

3:00 am
Life After Digital repeat

How do digital technology and social media affect 
the way we experience our lives? dv

4:00 am
Family Camera repeat

Through the stories of five exceptional Canadian 
families, this film explores how photos document 
our lives and bear witness to history. dv

5:00 am
The Agenda with Steve Paikin
Ontario Hubs and The Agenda's Week repeat

TVO's regional reporters report on stories in their 
communities. Then, The Agenda reviews its top 
stories from the week. 

Monday Oct 12

7:00 pm
Digging for Britain
East repeat

Digging For Britain joins archaeologists in the 
East, unearthing Roman letters that reveal what 
London was like 2000 years ago, an East India 
ship packed with silver, and the first evidence of 
Caesar in Britain. 

Monday Oct 12

8:00 pm
The Agenda with Steve Paikin
Ontario's Complex Food Chain new

Chef and food activist Joshna Maharaj talks 
about how the province handles its food imports 
and exports. Then, science fiction author Robert 
Sawyer on his book, "The Oppenheimer 
Alternative." 

9:00 pm
Extraordinary Women
Audrey Hepburn repeat

Audrey Hepburn was one of the most stylish 
women the world has ever seen, and she took 
Hollywood by storm 

10:00 pm
The Blitz: Britain on Fire
The Blitz: Britain on Fire - Episode 2 new

In Liverpool, Matron Gertrude Riding and Dr 
Leonard Findlay ran a hospital with a busy 
maternity ward, and were right in the midst of the 
target zone. 

11:00 pm
The Agenda with Steve Paikin
Ontario's Complex Food Chain repeat

Chef and food activist Joshna Maharaj talks 
about how the province handles its food imports 
and exports. Then, science fiction author Robert 
Sawyer on his book, "The Oppenheimer 
Alternative." 

12:00 am
Extraordinary Women
Audrey Hepburn repeat

Audrey Hepburn was one of the most stylish 
women the world has ever seen, and she took 
Hollywood by storm 

1:00 am
The Blitz: Britain on Fire
The Blitz: Britain on Fire - Episode 2 repeat

In Liverpool, Matron Gertrude Riding and Dr 
Leonard Findlay ran a hospital with a busy 
maternity ward, and were right in the midst of the 
target zone. 

2:00 am
Digging for Britain
East repeat

Digging For Britain joins archaeologists in the 
East, unearthing Roman letters that reveal what 
London was like 2000 years ago, an East India 
ship packed with silver, and the first evidence of 
Caesar in Britain. 
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Monday Oct 12

3:00 am
Sugar Coated repeat

For 40 years, Big Sugar deflected all threats to its 
empire while sweetening the world's food supply. 
dv

4:05 am
Painted Land: In Search of the Group of Seven 
repeat

A search for the actual locations in northern 
Ontario that inspired the Group Of Seven. dv

5:00 am
The Agenda with Steve Paikin
Ontario's Complex Food Chain repeat

Chef and food activist Joshna Maharaj talks 
about how the province handles its food imports 
and exports. Then, science fiction author Robert 
Sawyer on his book, "The Oppenheimer 
Alternative." 

Tuesday Oct 13

7:00 pm
Striking Balance
Striking Balance - Manicouagan-Uapishka 
Biosphere Reserve repeat

Quebec's Manicouagan-Uapishka Biosphere 
Reserve prides itself on working with industry 
toward a sustainable future. But their dream is 
put to the test when their biggest project is 
jeopardized by North America's largest hydro-
electricity reservoir. dv

8:00 pm
The Agenda with Steve Paikin
Remembering the October Crisis new

Looking back on the unprecedented conflict 50 
years later. 

9:00 pm
Sunken Eldorado: The New Underwater 
Goldrush repeat

Millions of shipwrecks litter the ocean flow. Over 
3,000 of them sank with cargoes of precious 
metals onboard. dv

10:00 pm
The Shadow of Gold
The Shadow of Gold - Ep. 2 repeat

What are the human and ecological costs of gold 
mining? Some of the world's poorest people work 
under hazardous conditions in tiny mines and 
muddy streams. Discover how fair and 
sustainable gold is possible, if we want it. dv

Tuesday Oct 13

11:00 pm
The Agenda with Steve Paikin
Remembering the October Crisis repeat

Looking back on the unprecedented conflict 50 
years later. 

12:00 am
Sunken Eldorado: The New Underwater 
Goldrush repeat

Millions of shipwrecks litter the ocean flow. Over 
3,000 of them sank with cargoes of precious 
metals onboard. dv

1:00 am
The Shadow of Gold
The Shadow of Gold - Ep. 2 repeat

What are the human and ecological costs of gold 
mining? Some of the world's poorest people work 
under hazardous conditions in tiny mines and 
muddy streams. Discover how fair and 
sustainable gold is possible, if we want it. dv

2:00 am
Striking Balance
Striking Balance - Manicouagan-Uapishka 
Biosphere Reserve repeat

Quebec's Manicouagan-Uapishka Biosphere 
Reserve prides itself on working with industry 
toward a sustainable future. But their dream is 
put to the test when their biggest project is 
jeopardized by North America's largest hydro-
electricity reservoir. dv

3:00 am
Little India: Village of Dreams repeat

An exploration of the vibrant and diverse Toronto 
neighbourhood known affectionately as Little 
India, or the Gerrard India Bazaar. dv

4:00 am
Big Wind repeat

Conflict over the development of industrial wind 
turbines in Ontario pits neighbour against 
neighbour. dv

5:00 am
The Agenda with Steve Paikin
Remembering the October Crisis repeat

Looking back on the unprecedented conflict 50 
years later. 

Wednesday Oct 14

7:00 pm
Impossible Railways
Ep. 2 - Into the Wild repeat

From a canyon-spanning bridge in San Diego to 
a track ascending a Swiss peak, railway 
engineers have conquered jungles, deserts and 
mountains. 

Wednesday Oct 14

7:50 pm
Ontario Hubs
The Future of Beekeeping repeat

The Agenda discusses the beekeeping program 
at Niagara College. 

8:00 pm
The Agenda with Steve Paikin
Leading in Ontario's Arts and Culture Sector new

Luminato's new CEO Celia Smith talks about her 
plans for the premier arts festival. Then, film and 
television professionals discuss the way back for 
production during the COVID-19 pandemic. 

9:00 pm
Fake or Fortune Series 7
Fake or Fortune Series 7 - Episode 2 new

Art detectives Fiona Bruce and Philip Mould head 
to France to take on a testing challenge - can 
they reverse an art world decision about sketch 
books possibly by Henri de Toulouse Lautrec? 

10:00 pm
The Bone Detective
The Bone Detectives - Scotland new

During routine roadworks on the A9 in the far 
north of Scotland, the remains of a young woman 
are found. She lived and died in the Early Bronze 
Age. In her graves are clues to who she might 
have been. 

10:47 pm
Walls to Bridges repeat

Inmates at the Grand Valley Institution for 
Women gain confidence and earn degrees in 
mixed classes with undergraduate students. 

11:00 pm
The Agenda with Steve Paikin
Leading in Ontario's Arts and Culture Sector 
repeat

Luminato's new CEO Celia Smith talks about her 
plans for the premier arts festival. Then, film and 
television professionals discuss the way back for 
production during the COVID-19 pandemic. 

12:00 am
Fake or Fortune Series 7
Fake or Fortune Series 7 - Episode 2 repeat

Art detectives Fiona Bruce and Philip Mould head 
to France to take on a testing challenge - can 
they reverse an art world decision about sketch 
books possibly by Henri de Toulouse Lautrec? 
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Wednesday Oct 14

1:00 am
The Bone Detective
The Bone Detectives - Scotland repeat

During routine roadworks on the A9 in the far 
north of Scotland, the remains of a young woman 
are found. She lived and died in the Early Bronze 
Age. In her graves are clues to who she might 
have been. 

2:00 am
Impossible Railways
Ep. 2 - Into the Wild repeat

From a canyon-spanning bridge in San Diego to 
a track ascending a Swiss peak, railway 
engineers have conquered jungles, deserts and 
mountains. 

2:49 am
Atikokan Calming Project repeat

Ontario Hubs producer Jeyan Jeganathan talks 
to two passionate teachers in Atikokan who 
transformed their school into calming place to 
learn. 

3:00 am
My First 150 Days repeat

Newly arrived from the Philippines, the Banico 
family experience the emotional journey of 
starting fresh in a new land. dv

4:00 am
Where the Universe Sings repeat

A portrait of the life and art of Lawren Harris, a 
founding member of the legendary Group of 
Seven. dv

5:00 am
The Agenda with Steve Paikin
Leading in Ontario's Arts and Culture Sector 
repeat

Luminato's new CEO Celia Smith talks about her 
plans for the premier arts festival. Then, film and 
television professionals discuss the way back for 
production during the COVID-19 pandemic. 

Thursday Oct 15

7:00 pm
Arctic Secrets
Ep. 3 - Delta Discoveries repeat

The Mackenzie Delta is a network of channels 
and islands at the mouth of Canada's largest 
river. dv

8:00 pm
The Agenda with Steve Paikin
How Conflict Has Shaped Humanity new

Historian Margaret MacMillan discusses her 
book, "War: How Conflict Shaped Us." Then, 
looking at Canada's foreign policy through a 
historic lens. 

Thursday Oct 15

9:00 pm
The Minister
The Minister - Episode 3 new

When Rikarður contacts Benedikt to ask him to 
help with a dispute in his parish, Benedikt's 
impulsive reaction is to separate church and 
state. 14+

10:00 pm
Striking Balance
Striking Balance - Manicouagan-Uapishka 
Biosphere Reserve repeat

Quebec's Manicouagan-Uapishka Biosphere 
Reserve prides itself on working with industry 
toward a sustainable future. But their dream is 
put to the test when their biggest project is 
jeopardized by North America's largest hydro-
electricity reservoir. dv

11:00 pm
The Agenda with Steve Paikin
How Conflict Has Shaped Humanity repeat

Historian Margaret MacMillan discusses her 
book, "War: How Conflict Shaped Us." Then, 
looking at Canada's foreign policy through a 
historic lens. 

12:00 am
The Minister
The Minister - Episode 3 repeat

When Rikarður contacts Benedikt to ask him to 
help with a dispute in his parish, Benedikt's 
impulsive reaction is to separate church and 
state. 14+

1:00 am
Microtopia repeat

Microtopia explores how architects, artists and 
ordinary problem-solvers are pushing the limits to 
find answers to their dreams of portability, 
flexibility - and of creating independence from the 
grid. 

2:00 am
Arctic Secrets
Ep. 3 - Delta Discoveries repeat

The Mackenzie Delta is a network of channels 
and islands at the mouth of Canada's largest 
river. dv

3:00 am
Beyond the Spectrum (Feature Version) repeat

Two-year-old Oskar is diagnosed with severe 
autism. His parents decide to drop everything for 
a year to focus on his therapy. dv

Thursday Oct 15

4:30 am
Brilliant Ideas
Painting Beyond Painting: Ellen Gallagher repeat

Ellen Gallagher has become known for her 
politically charged paintings, collages and films 
about African-American history. 

5:00 am
The Agenda with Steve Paikin
How Conflict Has Shaped Humanity repeat

Historian Margaret MacMillan discusses her 
book, "War: How Conflict Shaped Us." Then, 
looking at Canada's foreign policy through a 
historic lens. 

Friday Oct 16

7:00 pm
Antiques Uncovered
Ep. 2 - Travel repeat

Antiques expert Mark Hill learns how intricate 
figures are put onto a piece of Wedgwood, and 
he gets a sneak preview of the Titanic auction. dv

8:00 pm
The Agenda with Steve Paikin
Polling the American Election new

Pollster Erin Kelly provides findings on the U.S. 
presidential election. Then, Ontario Hubs 
journalist discuss issues concerning the regions 
they cover. And, The Agenda reviews its week of 
programming. 

9:00 pm
Heartbeat
Heartbeat - episode 12 - The Dear Departed new

A recently released killer is found murdered; a 
woman posing as a widow tries to bury a coffin 
filled with money. 

10:00 pm
Princess Margaret: The Rebel Royal
Princess Margaret: The Rebel Royal - ep2 repeat

Through archive and revealing interviews with 
those who knew her well, the series follows 
Margaret's life as she redefined our image of the 
modern princess. 

11:00 pm
The Agenda with Steve Paikin
Polling the American Election repeat

Pollster Erin Kelly provides findings on the U.S. 
presidential election. Then, Ontario Hubs 
journalist discuss issues concerning the regions 
they cover. And, The Agenda reviews its week of 
programming. 
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Friday Oct 16

12:00 am
Heartbeat
Heartbeat - episode 12 - The Dear Departed 
repeat

A recently released killer is found murdered; a 
woman posing as a widow tries to bury a coffin 
filled with money. 

1:00 am
Princess Margaret: The Rebel Royal
Princess Margaret: The Rebel Royal - ep2 repeat

Through archive and revealing interviews with 
those who knew her well, the series follows 
Margaret's life as she redefined our image of the 
modern princess. 

2:00 am
Antiques Uncovered
Ep. 2 - Travel repeat

Antiques expert Mark Hill learns how intricate 
figures are put onto a piece of Wedgwood, and 
he gets a sneak preview of the Titanic auction. dv

3:00 am
Lowdown Tracks (Feature Version) repeat

Filmmaker Shelley Saywell and singer-activist 
Lorraine Segato document the music and stories 
of people on the margins of society in Toronto. dv

4:30 am
Brilliant Ideas
Ali Banisadr's Impassioned Landscapes repeat

Combining Iranian and American influences, Ali 
Banisadr is known for his intricate, abstract 
paintings. 

Saturday Oct 17

8:00 pm
Impossible Engineering Series 5
Impossible Engineering S 5 - Ep 4 -Seattle's 
Floating Bridge new

In this episode, engineers have a mammoth 
challenge on their hands as they try to build a 
railway on one of the longest floating bridges in 
the world in Seattle. 

9:00 pm
Margin of Error new

After a century of traditional polling to predict 
public opinion, Margin of Error examines how a 
small Ottawa startup uses artificial intelligence 
and public social media data to forecast voter 
behavior during the 2019 Canadian federal 
election. 

Saturday Oct 17

10:20 pm
The Palace and the Press
The Palace and the Press: Diana vs the Tabloids 
new

A look at the Princess of Wales' complex 
relationship with the press, examining the deal 
she made with newspaper editors after her 
divorce from Prince Charles where in exchange 
for privacy she would feed their news desks 
stories. 

11:05 pm
Telethon Break 5 new

Celebrating TVO's 50th birthday 

11:20 pm
Once Upon a Time in Iraq
Once Upon A Time in Iraq - War new

Waleed Nesyif was 18 when George Bush gave 
Saddam Hussein just 48 hours to leave Iraq. By 
comparison to the American movies Waleed and 
his friends enjoyed, life under Saddam was 
oppressive, fuelled by fear and paranoia. 

12:19 am
Telethon Break 6 new

Celebrating TVO's 50th birthday 

12:30 am
TRIPPING The Rideau Canal (short version) new

Take an epic journey along Ontario's magnificent 
Rideau Canal and discover its rich history, 
unique culture, and breathtaking beauty. dv

1:28 am
Telethon Break 7 new

Celebrating TVO's 50th birthday 

1:40 am
Margin of Error repeat

After a century of traditional polling to predict 
public opinion, Margin of Error examines how a 
small Ottawa startup uses artificial intelligence 
and public social media data to forecast voter 
behavior during the 2019 Canadian federal 
election. 

2:38 am
Telethon Break 8 new

Celebrating TVO's 50th birthday 

3:00 am
Earth's Great Seasons
Earth's Great Seasons - Episode 3 - Autumn 
repeat

Narrated by Andrew Scott, this visually stunning 
series explores the unique opportunities and 
challenges posed by each season as it plays out 
for varied wildlife and landscapes. 

Saturday Oct 17

4:02 am
Striking Balance
Striking Balance - Niagara Escarpment repeat

In Ontario's Niagara Escarpment Biosphere 
Reserve, scientists, climbers and even quarry 
companies come up with innovative ways to co-
exist with, restore and enhance the natural world. 

Sunday Oct 18

8:10 pm
The Life-Sized City
The Life-Sized City - Hamilton new

Toronto has always cast a long shadow on the 
city of Hamilton, Ontario, for a number of 
reasons: it's bigger, it's more economically 
successful, and people want to live there. But 
times are changing. dv

9:20 pm
Manufactured Landscapes new

Manufactured Landscapes follows renowned 
Canadian photographer Edward Burtynsky as he 
photographs the evidence and effects of China's 
massive industrial revolution, revealing 
humanity's profound impact on the planet. 

10:50 pm
Margin of Error repeat

After a century of traditional polling to predict 
public opinion, Margin of Error examines how a 
small Ottawa startup uses artificial intelligence 
and public social media data to forecast voter 
behavior during the 2019 Canadian federal 
election. 

11:48 pm
The Arrest (feature version) repeat

In Ontario, 44% of those arrested eventually 
have their charges dropped, but the arrest and 
judicial process leave many with permanent 
damage. Toronto lawyer Davin Charney fights for 
the wrongly charged, demanding justice and 
compensation. 
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Sunday Oct 18

1:06 am
Monty Don's American Gardens
Monty Don's American Gardens - Episode 1 
repeat

Monty Don travels across America to explore 
whether there is such thing as an American 
garden. 

2:06 am
The Life-Sized City
The Life-Sized City - Hamilton repeat

Toronto has always cast a long shadow on the 
city of Hamilton, Ontario, for a number of 
reasons: it's bigger, it's more economically 
successful, and people want to live there. But 
times are changing. dv

3:00 am
Margin of Error repeat

After a century of traditional polling to predict 
public opinion, Margin of Error examines how a 
small Ottawa startup uses artificial intelligence 
and public social media data to forecast voter 
behavior during the 2019 Canadian federal 
election. 

4:00 am
The Arrest repeat

In Ontario, 44% of those arrested eventually 
have their charges dropped, but the arrest and 
judicial process leave many with permanent 
damage. Toronto lawyer Davin Charney fights for 
the wrongly charged, demanding justice and 
compensation. 

5:00 am
The Agenda with Steve Paikin
Polling the American Election repeat

Pollster Erin Kelly provides findings on the U.S. 
presidential election. Then, Ontario Hubs 
journalist discuss issues concerning the regions 
they cover. And, The Agenda reviews its week of 
programming. 

Monday Oct 19

7:00 pm
Digging for Britain
North repeat

Digging for Britain joins archaeologists in the 
North, finding Roman objects abandoned during 
a British rebellion, traces of the lost Iona 
monastery, and a weapons hoard belonging to a 
wealthy Bronze Age warrior. 

Monday Oct 19

8:00 pm
The Agenda with Steve Paikin
Can Cities Fix Climate Change? new

Can cities be world leaders in tackling climate 
change? First we hear from former Toronto 
mayor David Miller, then we discuss Hamilton's 
climate-change action plan. 

9:00 pm
Striking Balance
Striking Balance - Niagara Escarpment repeat

In Ontario's Niagara Escarpment Biosphere 
Reserve, scientists, climbers and even quarry 
companies come up with innovative ways to co-
exist with, restore and enhance the natural world. 

10:00 pm
The Blitz: Britain on Fire
The Blitz: Britain on Fire - Episode 3 new

Mary Lawson's rash decision to stay above 
ground during the bombing had serious 
consequences, but Liverpool ultimately emerged 
from this terrible time wounded but not defeated. 

11:00 pm
The Agenda with Steve Paikin
Can Cities Fix Climate Change? repeat

Can cities be world leaders in tackling climate 
change? First we hear from former Toronto 
mayor David Miller, then we discuss Hamilton's 
climate-change action plan. 

12:00 am
Striking Balance
Striking Balance - Niagara Escarpment repeat

In Ontario's Niagara Escarpment Biosphere 
Reserve, scientists, climbers and even quarry 
companies come up with innovative ways to co-
exist with, restore and enhance the natural world. 

1:00 am
The Blitz: Britain on Fire
The Blitz: Britain on Fire - Episode 3 repeat

Mary Lawson's rash decision to stay above 
ground during the bombing had serious 
consequences, but Liverpool ultimately emerged 
from this terrible time wounded but not defeated. 

Monday Oct 19

2:00 am
Digging for Britain
North repeat

Digging for Britain joins archaeologists in the 
North, finding Roman objects abandoned during 
a British rebellion, traces of the lost Iona 
monastery, and a weapons hoard belonging to a 
wealthy Bronze Age warrior. 

3:00 am
Question Period
Question Period: Monday, October 19, 2020 new

Discussions at Queen's Park today. 

4:05 am
Great Blue Wild
Great Blue Wild - S 1 - Episode 1 - Cocos Island 
repeat

Jacques cousteau once called Cocos Island "the 
most beautiful island in the world." beyond its 
pristine rainforest is a marine wilderness 
brimming with multicolored fish, enormous sea 
turtles, and vast schools of sharks. dv

5:00 am
The Agenda with Steve Paikin
Can Cities Fix Climate Change? repeat

Can cities be world leaders in tackling climate 
change? First we hear from former Toronto 
mayor David Miller, then we discuss Hamilton's 
climate-change action plan. 

Tuesday Oct 20

7:00 pm
Striking Balance
Striking Balance - Niagara Escarpment repeat

In Ontario's Niagara Escarpment Biosphere 
Reserve, scientists, climbers and even quarry 
companies come up with innovative ways to co-
exist with, restore and enhance the natural world. 

8:00 pm
The Agenda with Steve Paikin
Politics Without Politicians? new

Could countries exist without politicians. Them, a 
look at power structures in Ottawa. 

9:00 pm
The Life-Sized City
The Life-Sized City - Hamilton repeat

Toronto has always cast a long shadow on the 
city of Hamilton, Ontario, for a number of 
reasons: it's bigger, it's more economically 
successful, and people want to live there. But 
times are changing. dv
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Tuesday Oct 20

10:00 pm
Margin of Error repeat

After a century of traditional polling to predict 
public opinion, Margin of Error examines how a 
small Ottawa startup uses artificial intelligence 
and public social media data to forecast voter 
behavior during the 2019 Canadian federal 
election. 

11:00 pm
The Agenda with Steve Paikin
Politics Without Politicians? repeat

Could countries exist without politicians. Them, a 
look at power structures in Ottawa. 

12:00 am
The Life-Sized City
The Life-Sized City - Hamilton repeat

Toronto has always cast a long shadow on the 
city of Hamilton, Ontario, for a number of 
reasons: it's bigger, it's more economically 
successful, and people want to live there. But 
times are changing. dv

1:00 am
Margin of Error repeat

After a century of traditional polling to predict 
public opinion, Margin of Error examines how a 
small Ottawa startup uses artificial intelligence 
and public social media data to forecast voter 
behavior during the 2019 Canadian federal 
election. 

2:00 am
Striking Balance
Striking Balance - Niagara Escarpment repeat

In Ontario's Niagara Escarpment Biosphere 
Reserve, scientists, climbers and even quarry 
companies come up with innovative ways to co-
exist with, restore and enhance the natural world. 

3:00 am
Question Period
Question Period: Tuesday, October 20, 2020 new

Discussions at Queen's Park today. 

4:05 am
Great Blue Wild
Great Blue Wild - S 1 - Episode -2 - Socorro 
Island repeat

Three hundred and seventy miles off the coast of 
Mexico in the eastern Pacific, the waters 
surrounding Socorro Island are home to some of 
the world's largest marine life. 

Tuesday Oct 20

5:00 am
The Agenda with Steve Paikin
Politics Without Politicians? repeat

Could countries exist without politicians. Them, a 
look at power structures in Ottawa. 

Wednesday Oct 21

7:00 pm
Impossible Railways
Ep. 3 - Crossing Chasms repeat

From Scotland's Forth Bridge to a vertigo-
inducing viaduct in rural New Zealand, discover 
how the world's most innovative rail bridges were 
built. 

8:00 pm
The Agenda with Steve Paikin
Barbara Amiel's Tells Her Story new

Barbara Amiel tells-all in her memoir, "Friends 
and Enemies." Then, a look at how food choices 
have changed during the pandemic. 

9:00 pm
Fake or Fortune Series 7
Fake or Fortune Series 7 - Episode 3 new

Art detectives Fiona Bruce and Philip Mould look 
into whether a small watercolour sketch could be 
by the British 20th-century sculptor Henry Moore. 

10:00 pm
The Bone Detective
The Bone Detectives - Cheshire new

Tucked away in a corner of a Runcorn industrial 
park is the most excavated monastic site in 
Europe. dv

11:00 pm
The Agenda with Steve Paikin
Barbara Amiel's Tells Her Story repeat

Barbara Amiel tells-all in her memoir, "Friends 
and Enemies." Then, a look at how food choices 
have changed during the pandemic. 

12:00 am
Fake or Fortune Series 7
Fake or Fortune Series 7 - Episode 3 repeat

Art detectives Fiona Bruce and Philip Mould look 
into whether a small watercolour sketch could be 
by the British 20th-century sculptor Henry Moore. 

1:00 am
The Bone Detective
The Bone Detectives - Cheshire repeat

Tucked away in a corner of a Runcorn industrial 
park is the most excavated monastic site in 
Europe. dv

2:00 am
Impossible Railways
Ep. 3 - Crossing Chasms repeat

From Scotland's Forth Bridge to a vertigo-
inducing viaduct in rural New Zealand, discover 
how the world's most innovative rail bridges were 
built. 

Wednesday Oct 21

3:00 am
Question Period
Question Period: Wednesday, October 21, 2020 
new

Discussions at Queen's Park today. 

4:05 am
Great Blue Wild
Great Blue Wild - S 1 - Episode 3 - The Bahamas 
repeat

Across the 3,000 scattered islands of the 
Bahamas lie visions of unexpected wonder. dv

5:00 am
The Agenda with Steve Paikin
Barbara Amiel's Tells Her Story repeat

Barbara Amiel tells-all in her memoir, "Friends 
and Enemies." Then, a look at how food choices 
have changed during the pandemic. 

Thursday Oct 22

7:00 pm
Arctic Secrets
Ep. 4 - Fall on the Tundra repeat

As the days shorten and the temperature drops, 
inhabitants of Nunavik prepare to face the 
approaching Arctic winter. dv

8:00 pm
The Agenda with Steve Paikin
A Crisis Amid a Pandemic new

How the opioid crisis in northern Ontario has 
worsened during the pandemic. Then, Nicholas 
Kristof talks about his new book, "Tightrope: 
Americans Reaching for Hope." 

9:00 pm
The Minister
The Minister - Episode 4 new

Benedikt travels north to sign a permit for the 
construction of a hotel resort in his hometown 14+

10:00 pm
The Life-Sized City
The Life-Sized City - Hamilton repeat

Toronto has always cast a long shadow on the 
city of Hamilton, Ontario, for a number of 
reasons: it's bigger, it's more economically 
successful, and people want to live there. But 
times are changing. dv

11:00 pm
The Agenda with Steve Paikin
A Crisis Amid a Pandemic repeat

How the opioid crisis in northern Ontario has 
worsened during the pandemic. Then, Nicholas 
Kristof talks about his new book, "Tightrope: 
Americans Reaching for Hope." 

12:00 am
The Minister
The Minister - Episode 4 repeat

Benedikt travels north to sign a permit for the 
construction of a hotel resort in his hometown 14+
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Thursday Oct 22

1:00 am
The Life-Sized City
The Life-Sized City - Hamilton repeat

Toronto has always cast a long shadow on the 
city of Hamilton, Ontario, for a number of 
reasons: it's bigger, it's more economically 
successful, and people want to live there. But 
times are changing. dv

2:00 am
Arctic Secrets
Ep. 4 - Fall on the Tundra repeat

As the days shorten and the temperature drops, 
inhabitants of Nunavik prepare to face the 
approaching Arctic winter. dv

3:00 am
Question Period
Question Period: Thursday, October 22, 2020 
new

Discussions at Queen's Park today. 

4:05 am
Great Blue Wild
Great Blue Wild - Episode 4 - Belize repeat

The Belize Barrier Reef is the second largest 
coral reef system in the world. dv

5:00 am
The Agenda with Steve Paikin
A Crisis Amid a Pandemic repeat

How the opioid crisis in northern Ontario has 
worsened during the pandemic. Then, Nicholas 
Kristof talks about his new book, "Tightrope: 
Americans Reaching for Hope." 

Friday Oct 23

7:00 pm
Antiques Uncovered
Ep. 3 - Ceremony repeat

Historian Lucy Worsley and antiques expert Mark 
Hill examine objects that are associated with 
ceremonies, from diamonds to Olympic medals. 
dv

8:00 pm
The Agenda with Steve Paikin
Tracing COVID-19 Superspreading Events new

Tracking and tracing the spread of the COVID-19 
pandemic. Then, Ontario Hubs journalists talk 
about issues in their regions. And, we review our 
top stories. 

9:00 pm
Heartbeat
Heartbeat - episode 13 - Dangerous Whispers 
new

Gina makes a surprise return to Aidensfield and 
Bellamy encounters a key informant who might 
come in useful - but finds himself in trouble when 
the man disappears before he can offer a tip-off 
about an imminent armed robbery. 

Friday Oct 23

10:00 pm
King George and Queen Mary
The Royals Who Rescued the Monarchy 
(Episode 1) repeat

George could not have been a more unlikely 
moderniser. Born and brought up in the Victorian 
age he was conservative to his fingertips 

11:00 pm
The Agenda with Steve Paikin
Tracing COVID-19 Superspreading Events repeat

Tracking and tracing the spread of the COVID-19 
pandemic. Then, Ontario Hubs journalists talk 
about issues in their regions. And, we review our 
top stories. 

12:00 am
Heartbeat
Heartbeat - episode 13 - Dangerous Whispers 
repeat

Gina makes a surprise return to Aidensfield and 
Bellamy encounters a key informant who might 
come in useful - but finds himself in trouble when 
the man disappears before he can offer a tip-off 
about an imminent armed robbery. 

1:00 am
King George and Queen Mary
The Royals Who Rescued the Monarchy 
(Episode 1) repeat

George could not have been a more unlikely 
moderniser. Born and brought up in the Victorian 
age he was conservative to his fingertips 

2:00 am
Antiques Uncovered
Ep. 3 - Ceremony repeat

Historian Lucy Worsley and antiques expert Mark 
Hill examine objects that are associated with 
ceremonies, from diamonds to Olympic medals. 
dv

3:00 am
Great Blue Wild
Great Blue Wild - S 1 - Episode 5 - Cozumel 
repeat

Explore the wild blue caribbean waters of 
cozumel, a lush paradise packed with marine 
surprises. dv

4:05 am
Great Blue Wild
Great Blue Wild - Episode 6 - Roatan repeat

Forty miles north of Honduras, near the bay 
Island of roatan, is a spectacular and pristinely 
preserved coral atoll: the mesoamerican reef. dv

Saturday Oct 24

7:00 pm
National Geographic
Wild 24 - Ep. 4 - Life on the Equator repeat

For creatures in the jungles and grasslands, 
living in the glare of the overhead sun is never 
easy, but it is wondrous. 

8:00 pm
Striking Balance
Striking Balance - Niagara Escarpment repeat

In Ontario's Niagara Escarpment Biosphere 
Reserve, scientists, climbers and even quarry 
companies come up with innovative ways to co-
exist with, restore and enhance the natural world. 

9:00 pm
No Stone Unturned repeat

Filmmaker Alex Gibney revisits the unsolved 
case of a 1994 massacre in a pub in the Northern 
Ireland village of Loughinisland. 

11:00 pm
Dolphin Man repeat

Dolphin Man examines the extraordinary legacy 
and complex life story of Jacques Mayol, the first 
free-diver to reach 100 meters below the sea. dv

12:00 am
National Geographic
Wild 24 - Ep. 4 - Life on the Equator repeat

For creatures in the jungles and grasslands, 
living in the glare of the overhead sun is never 
easy, but it is wondrous. 

1:00 am
Striking Balance
Striking Balance - Niagara Escarpment repeat

In Ontario's Niagara Escarpment Biosphere 
Reserve, scientists, climbers and even quarry 
companies come up with innovative ways to co-
exist with, restore and enhance the natural world. 

2:00 am
No Stone Unturned repeat

Filmmaker Alex Gibney revisits the unsolved 
case of a 1994 massacre in a pub in the Northern 
Ireland village of Loughinisland. 

4:00 am
Dolphin Man repeat

Dolphin Man examines the extraordinary legacy 
and complex life story of Jacques Mayol, the first 
free-diver to reach 100 meters below the sea. dv
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Sunday Oct 25

7:00 pm
National Geographic
Access 360: World Heritage - Cappadocia repeat

In remote central Turkey, a museum director 
battles both manmade and natural erosion to 
protect a geological wonderland and its hidden 
treasures. 

8:00 pm
Striking Balance
Striking Balance - Riding Mountain Biosphere 
Reserve new

After suffering through repeated, tsunami-like 
floods north of Manitoba's Riding Mountain, the 
Von Bargens lead the call to restore nature's 
flood protection systems. dv

9:00 pm
Linda Ronstadt: The Sound of My Voice repeat

Linda Ronstadt guides viewers through her youth 
in Tucson singing Mexican canciones with her 
family; her folk days; and her reign as the "queen 
of country rock" in the '70s and '80s. 

10:35 pm
Unarmed Verses repeat

Charles Officer's award-winning film is a 
thoughtful and vivid portrait of a community 
facing imposed relocation from their Toronto 
neighbourhood. dv

12:05 am
National Geographic
Access 360: World Heritage - Cappadocia repeat

In remote central Turkey, a museum director 
battles both manmade and natural erosion to 
protect a geological wonderland and its hidden 
treasures. 

1:00 am
Striking Balance
Striking Balance - Riding Mountain Biosphere 
Reserve repeat

After suffering through repeated, tsunami-like 
floods north of Manitoba's Riding Mountain, the 
Von Bargens lead the call to restore nature's 
flood protection systems. dv

2:00 am
Linda Ronstadt: The Sound of My Voice repeat

Linda Ronstadt guides viewers through her youth 
in Tucson singing Mexican canciones with her 
family; her folk days; and her reign as the "queen 
of country rock" in the '70s and '80s. 

Sunday Oct 25

3:34 am
Unarmed Verses repeat

Charles Officer's award-winning film is a 
thoughtful and vivid portrait of a community 
facing imposed relocation from their Toronto 
neighbourhood. dv

5:00 am
The Agenda with Steve Paikin
Tracing COVID-19 Superspreading Events repeat

Tracking and tracing the spread of the COVID-19 
pandemic. Then, Ontario Hubs journalists talk 
about issues in their regions. And, we review our 
top stories. 

Monday Oct 26

7:00 pm
Digging for Britain
The Horsemen of Hadrian's Wall repeat

In this Digging for Britain special Prof. Alice 
Roberts reveals the forgotten story of the Roman 
Cavalry. As Alice sets off across Hadrian's Wall 
on their trail, a team of historical re-enactors 
attempts to recreate a Roman Cavalry 
tournament. 

8:00 pm
The Agenda with Steve Paikin new

Daily current affairs show offering in-depth 
analysis and intelligent debate on issues of 
concern in the rapidly changing world around us. 

9:00 pm
Extraordinary Women
Martha Gellhorn repeat

Martha Gellhorn became a war correspondent 
almost by accident when her lover, Ernest 
Hemingway, urged her to file a report from 
Madrid during the Spanish Civil War. 

10:00 pm
The Battle for Hong Kong repeat

With unique access inside the battle for Hong 
Kong, this film follows five protesters through the 
most intense clashes over several months of pro-
democracy protests. 

Monday Oct 26

11:00 pm
The Agenda with Steve Paikin repeat

Daily current affairs show offering in-depth 
analysis and intelligent debate on issues of 
concern in the rapidly changing world around us. 

12:00 am
Extraordinary Women
Martha Gellhorn repeat

Martha Gellhorn became a war correspondent 
almost by accident when her lover, Ernest 
Hemingway, urged her to file a report from 
Madrid during the Spanish Civil War. 

1:00 am
The Battle for Hong Kong repeat

With unique access inside the battle for Hong 
Kong, this film follows five protesters through the 
most intense clashes over several months of pro-
democracy protests. 

2:00 am
Digging for Britain
The Horsemen of Hadrian's Wall repeat

In this Digging for Britain special Prof. Alice 
Roberts reveals the forgotten story of the Roman 
Cavalry. As Alice sets off across Hadrian's Wall 
on their trail, a team of historical re-enactors 
attempts to recreate a Roman Cavalry 
tournament. 

3:00 am
Question Period
Question Period: Monday, October 26, 2020 new

Discussions at Queen's Park today. 

4:05 am
The Dictator's Playbook
Ep. 1 - Kim Il Sung repeat

A look at the methods used by Kim il Sung to turn 
North Korea into the most controlled society on 
Earth and become a god in the eyes of his 
people. 

5:00 am
The Agenda with Steve Paikin repeat

Daily current affairs show offering in-depth 
analysis and intelligent debate on issues of 
concern in the rapidly changing world around us. 
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Tuesday Oct 27

7:00 pm
Striking Balance
Striking Balance - Riding Mountain Biosphere 
Reserve repeat

After suffering through repeated, tsunami-like 
floods north of Manitoba's Riding Mountain, the 
Von Bargens lead the call to restore nature's 
flood protection systems. dv

8:00 pm
The Agenda with Steve Paikin new

Daily current affairs show offering in-depth 
analysis and intelligent debate on issues of 
concern in the rapidly changing world around us. 

9:00 pm
Prison Sisters repeat

The follow-up to No Burqas Behind Bars tracks 
what happens to a young woman after her 
release from prison in Afghanistan. dv

10:30 pm
White Earth repeat

This Academy Award-nominated short film offers 
insight into some of the desperate souls who 
flock to North Dakota seeking work in the 
oilfields. 

11:00 pm
The Agenda with Steve Paikin repeat

Daily current affairs show offering in-depth 
analysis and intelligent debate on issues of 
concern in the rapidly changing world around us. 

12:00 am
Prison Sisters repeat

The follow-up to No Burqas Behind Bars tracks 
what happens to a young woman after her 
release from prison in Afghanistan. dv

1:30 am
White Earth repeat

This Academy Award-nominated short film offers 
insight into some of the desperate souls who 
flock to North Dakota seeking work in the 
oilfields. 

2:00 am
Striking Balance
Striking Balance - Riding Mountain Biosphere 
Reserve repeat

After suffering through repeated, tsunami-like 
floods north of Manitoba's Riding Mountain, the 
Von Bargens lead the call to restore nature's 
flood protection systems. dv

Tuesday Oct 27

3:00 am
Question Period
Question Period: Tuesday, October 27, 2020 new

Discussions at Queen's Park today. 

4:05 am
The Dictator's Playbook
Ep. 2 - Saddam Hussein repeat

An examination of the tactics and techniques 
used by Saddam Hussein to seize control of Iraq 
and then remain in power for nearly a quarter 
century. 

5:00 am
The Agenda with Steve Paikin repeat

Daily current affairs show offering in-depth 
analysis and intelligent debate on issues of 
concern in the rapidly changing world around us. 

Wednesday Oct 28

7:00 pm
Impossible Railways
Ep. 4 - The Need for Speed repeat

Since the earliest days of the railways, the 
demand has always been for faster trains. 

8:00 pm
The Agenda with Steve Paikin new

Daily current affairs show offering in-depth 
analysis and intelligent debate on issues of 
concern in the rapidly changing world around us. 

9:00 pm
Fake or Fortune Series 7
Fake or Fortune Series 7 - Episode 4 new

Art detectives Fiona Bruce and Philip Mould 
investigate two fascinating and powerful portraits 
of black British subjects from the 18th and 19th 
centuries. 

10:00 pm
Michael Mosley vs The Superbugs repeat

As drug-resistant superbugs spread, Michael 
Mosley goes in search of resistance hunters - 
scientists on the front line of developing new 
treatments. 

11:00 pm
The Agenda with Steve Paikin repeat

Daily current affairs show offering in-depth 
analysis and intelligent debate on issues of 
concern in the rapidly changing world around us. 

12:00 am
Fake or Fortune Series 7
Fake or Fortune Series 7 - Episode 4 repeat

Art detectives Fiona Bruce and Philip Mould 
investigate two fascinating and powerful portraits 
of black British subjects from the 18th and 19th 
centuries. 

Wednesday Oct 28

1:00 am
Michael Mosley vs The Superbugs repeat

As drug-resistant superbugs spread, Michael 
Mosley goes in search of resistance hunters - 
scientists on the front line of developing new 
treatments. 

2:00 am
Impossible Railways
Ep. 4 - The Need for Speed repeat

Since the earliest days of the railways, the 
demand has always been for faster trains. 

3:00 am
Question Period
Question Period: Wednesday, October 28, 2020 
new

Discussions at Queen's Park today. 

4:05 am
The Dictator's Playbook
Ep. 3 - Benito Mussolini repeat

A look at the methods used by Benito Mussolini 
to become the first fascist dictator, ruling Italy for 
two decades and paving the way for Adolf Hitler. 

5:00 am
The Agenda with Steve Paikin repeat

Daily current affairs show offering in-depth 
analysis and intelligent debate on issues of 
concern in the rapidly changing world around us. 

Thursday Oct 29

7:00 pm
Arctic Secrets
Arctic Secrets - Wild Seas repeat

On the north-east coast of Baffin Island, in 
Canada's Arctic, lies Ninginganiq, a blustery 
wilderness where only the intrepid travel. dv

8:00 pm
The Agenda with Steve Paikin new

Daily current affairs show offering in-depth 
analysis and intelligent debate on issues of 
concern in the rapidly changing world around us. 

9:00 pm
The Minister
The Minister - episode 5 new

Benedikt abuses his temporary power as 
president to set a provisional law providing the 
family of a Ukrainian doctor with citizenship 14+

10:00 pm
Waiting for the Sun repeat

Filmed over several years, this documentary 
follows children in Beijing's Sun Village, an 
orphanage for youngsters whose parents are on 
death row. dv
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Thursday Oct 29

11:00 pm
The Agenda with Steve Paikin repeat

Daily current affairs show offering in-depth 
analysis and intelligent debate on issues of 
concern in the rapidly changing world around us. 

12:00 am
The Minister
The Minister - episode 5 repeat

Benedikt abuses his temporary power as 
president to set a provisional law providing the 
family of a Ukrainian doctor with citizenship 14+

1:00 am
Waiting for the Sun repeat

Filmed over several years, this documentary 
follows children in Beijing's Sun Village, an 
orphanage for youngsters whose parents are on 
death row. dv

2:00 am
Arctic Secrets
Arctic Secrets - Wild Seas repeat

On the north-east coast of Baffin Island, in 
Canada's Arctic, lies Ninginganiq, a blustery 
wilderness where only the intrepid travel. dv

3:00 am
Question Period
Question Period: Thursday, October 29, 2020 
new

Discussions at Queen's Park today. 

4:05 am
The Dictator's Playbook
Ep. 4 - Francisco Franco repeat

An exploration of the methods and tactics of 
Generalissimo Francisco Franco, who ruled 
Spain with absolute power for four decades. 

5:00 am
The Agenda with Steve Paikin repeat

Daily current affairs show offering in-depth 
analysis and intelligent debate on issues of 
concern in the rapidly changing world around us. 

Friday Oct 30

7:00 pm
The Cook Who Changed Our Lives repeat

Nigella Lawson leads a tribute to food writer 
Anna Del Conte, who helped transform Britain's 
understanding and appreciation of Italian 
cooking. 

8:00 pm
The Agenda with Steve Paikin new

Daily current affairs show offering in-depth 
analysis and intelligent debate on issues of 
concern in the rapidly changing world around us. 

Friday Oct 30

9:00 pm
Heartbeat
Heartbeat - Episode 14 - Scent of a Kill new

Dr Merrick faces a testing time when a terrified 
hospital patient claims her husband is trying to 
kill her, but Merton seems reluctant to get 
involved. 

10:00 pm
King George and Queen Mary
The Royals Who Rescued the Monarchy 
(Episode 2) repeat

Episode two focuses on Queen Mary, who came 
from a relatively humble royal background, but 
was picked as a future queen consort by Queen 
Victoria 

11:00 pm
The Agenda with Steve Paikin repeat

Daily current affairs show offering in-depth 
analysis and intelligent debate on issues of 
concern in the rapidly changing world around us. 

12:00 am
Heartbeat
Heartbeat - Episode 14 - Scent of a Kill repeat

Dr Merrick faces a testing time when a terrified 
hospital patient claims her husband is trying to 
kill her, but Merton seems reluctant to get 
involved. 

12:48 am
Walls to Bridges repeat

Inmates at the Grand Valley Institution for 
Women gain confidence and earn degrees in 
mixed classes with undergraduate students. 

1:00 am
King George and Queen Mary
The Royals Who Rescued the Monarchy 
(Episode 2) repeat

Episode two focuses on Queen Mary, who came 
from a relatively humble royal background, but 
was picked as a future queen consort by Queen 
Victoria 

2:00 am
The Cook Who Changed Our Lives repeat

Nigella Lawson leads a tribute to food writer 
Anna Del Conte, who helped transform Britain's 
understanding and appreciation of Italian 
cooking. 

Friday Oct 30

3:00 am
There Is A House Here repeat

Toronto filmmaker Alan Zweig's documentary 
navigates issues of culture and identity as he 
travels to Nunavut with musician Lucie Idlout. dv

4:35 am
Brilliant Ideas
Francesco Clemente Paints a Multicultural 
Landscape repeat

One of the world's most respected painters, 
Francesco was central to the art form's 1980s 
resurgence. Both figurative and abstract, his 
works explore the mysteries of human life. 

Saturday Oct 31

7:00 pm
National Geographic
Wild 24 - Ep. 5 repeat

As the wet season gives way to dry, animals 
must adapt if they are to see out another day. 

8:00 pm
Striking Balance
Striking Balance - Riding Mountain Biosphere 
Reserve repeat

After suffering through repeated, tsunami-like 
floods north of Manitoba's Riding Mountain, the 
Von Bargens lead the call to restore nature's 
flood protection systems. dv

9:00 pm
The Age of Consequences repeat

An investigation into how climate change can 
interact with societal tensions to spark conflict. dv

10:30 pm
The Polar Sea
Ep. 1 - The New Everest repeat

The series begins in Reykjavik, Iceland, with 
Richard Tegner, a Swedish man embarking on 
an expedition to cross the Northwest Passage 
with his friends. dv

11:15 pm
The Polar Sea
Ep. 2 - Sailing Ice repeat

In the village of Ilulissat, Greenland, Arctic 
voyagers assemble to prepare for their 
expeditions while they wait for the sea to melt. dv

12:00 am
National Geographic
Wild 24 - Ep. 5 repeat

As the wet season gives way to dry, animals 
must adapt if they are to see out another day. 
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Saturday Oct 31

1:00 am
Striking Balance
Striking Balance - Riding Mountain Biosphere 
Reserve repeat

After suffering through repeated, tsunami-like 
floods north of Manitoba's Riding Mountain, the 
Von Bargens lead the call to restore nature's 
flood protection systems. dv

2:00 am
The Age of Consequences repeat

An investigation into how climate change can 
interact with societal tensions to spark conflict. dv

3:30 am
The Polar Sea
Ep. 1 - The New Everest repeat

The series begins in Reykjavik, Iceland, with 
Richard Tegner, a Swedish man embarking on 
an expedition to cross the Northwest Passage 
with his friends. dv

4:15 am
The Polar Sea
Ep. 2 - Sailing Ice repeat

In the village of Ilulissat, Greenland, Arctic 
voyagers assemble to prepare for their 
expeditions while they wait for the sea to melt. dv
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